Emergency calls...... no
one wants to be in a
situation where you
need help in a hurry.

HF 2-Way Radio…….21st. Century Connectivity!
Australia and its pristine coastline in particular, has a great many
wonderful places to visit where many anchorages and sea routes to
get there are often well outside mobile phone coverage.
Introducing Austravel Safety Net Inc. - with a suitable HF radio on your
vessel and the Austravel HF network:








Two Voice login skeds every day.
Free direct dial interconnect phone calls over
the Austravel Safety Net HF radio network.
SMS to any mobile phone in Australia.
Mark GPS position on a map.
Send an emergency call including GPS
location.
Chat with other vessels/vehicles.
Friends and family can follow your travels and
return text messages to your vessel with our
own Out-n-About phone/tablet app.
No radio operator proficiency examination
required. Any crew member can use the HF.

The modern HF radio offers sailors many advantages but sometimes the
formalities and associated costs with a marine radio service can be
prohibitive.
With membership in Austravel Safety Net you automatically become licensed
to transmit and a valued member of the club’s HF radio community. You can
take comfort in the knowledge that your whereabouts, by integrated GPS
coordinate transmission and general communications, provide a virtual
security blanket for remote area travellers.
High Frequency (HF) long-range radios on the Austravel Safety Net are
capable of accessing an extensive Australia-wide base network, enabling
general communications and telephone interconnect, within Australian
waters, day and night from locations where a mobile phone will not work.

Austravel’s H.E.L.P.
(4357) is possibly the
single most important
feature of the Telcall+
system available from
Austravel Safety Net.
A single red button
press on suitable HF
radio models sends
your HELP request with
GPS position and can
be used for general help
or life threatening
emergencies. (to be used
as an adjunct to existing
marine emergency/distress
systems, and is not a
replacement)

How much is your
safety and piece-ofmind worth?
Austravel Safety Net Inc.
Australia wide
Not for profit volunteer
network!
(Incorporated Association)
Registered Office:
23 Ferguson Ave.
Northgate Qld. 4013
For more information:-

Phone: (07) 2101 3456
Mobile: 0427 983 329
membership@austravel
safetynet.org.au

Telcall+ and the Out-n-About phone/tablet app provides family and friends
with a map display of your sailing location, no matter where you are around
Australia. No need to contact them every day to say you are OK but you can
via phone or SMS if you wish.
OEM Selcall required for advanced features. Available in Australian commercial
waters zones.
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